
Date Road Enquiry 
26/09/2016 M6 J19 PAVEMENT SURFACE 

This email is notify of the following at M6 J19: 
1. Road pavement breakup, such that significant depressions are developing on the roundabout between the 
lanes at the top of the J-slip and the west bound exit of the A556. These are now significant enough to de-
stabilise a motorcycle when traversing the lanes exiting the roundabout to the A556.  
Approx. location can be seen from the following link: 
http://gridreferencefinder.com/?gr=SJ7232879393|Point_s_B|0&t=Point%20B&v=h 
2. It should also be noted that the lane demarcation paint is now so worn at entrance to the K slip it cannot 
be seen in the subdued light and is causing issues with lane discipline: 
http://gridreferencefinder.com/?gr=SJ7219579468|Point_s_C|0&t=Point%20C&v=h 
I think it will not be long before these defects lead to a road traffic collision as the hours of daylight reduce.. 
 

25/11/2016 M6  SURFACE WEARING 
Caller advises that the surface of lane 1 on the M6 approaching J18 off slip southbound is deteriorating quite 
badly. Not logged with RCC as caller advises it is happening over time. 
Can you investigate please. 
 

19/01/2017 M6  POTHOLE/ CARRIAGEWAY DEFECT 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
Who is responsible for the road condition of the M6 northbound between J17 and J19? 
I use the motorway most weeks and between J17-19 the road surface in lane 1 and 2 has deteriorated to 
what I believe is now a dangerous condition. Pot holes have opened up, some big and some very deep. I 
damaged my wheel/tyre last week and I have a big car, my worry is they would throw a biker off the bike - 
EASILY if the biker was travelling at night and didn't see the holes. 
I feel it is now dangerous and I will vocal about this message of alerting you if there are any accidents.  
Please can you ensure the person / team / organisation responsible receives this message? 
 

07/02/2017 M6 J19 Caller is contacting CCC to make a complaint in regards to the traffic lights at the Tabley Interchange.  
The caller states that the previous day these traffic light where not working correctly which caused large 
tailbacks of traffic and have caused her to be late for work. The same issue has occurred today.  
 



The caller would like to know why this is not monitored and why the phasing/traffic light issue has not been 
fixed. 
The caller states that this is not acceptable and she would like to know when the issue will be rectified. The 
caller has requested a response to her complaint please. 
 

07/02/2017 M6 J19 J19, M6 travels every day 
Roundabout is an absolute nightmare, traffic lights controlling the flow and because of the amount of traffic 
involved, it's an absolute nightmare every morning and evening. 
Traffic lights seem to be out of sequence with the flow of traffic resulting in huge build ups 
This morning the queue from the roundabout from Hale was about a mile from the roundabout and in the 
opposite direction looking at the same length of queue 
Also the same situation at the other end of the day 
Customer understands the implications of having manpower on site to ensure drivers adhere but feels 
current situation can't continue. 
Customer travels 16 miles and this morning journey took one hour and ten minutes 
Because of the roadworks that are on the M6 anyway and other roadworks within the area which are 
creating issues every morning/evening. 
 

 


